
WINNING SIDE?

You know how positive works and how negative works.
Did you know that our emotions and feminine energy is on the negative side
and our material thoughts and masculine energy is on the positive side.
Doesn’t that seem counter intuitive in relation to what is constructive?

No! That’s just it.

We have to make love happen if we want to see any positive change.
That’s why the driver is masculine but not a man. The driver is more importantThat’s why the driver is masculine but not a man. The driver is more important
than the passengers. Or else we all die. It’s all a matter of focused energy.

Love is free! But you gotta think about it. And trust it!
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STOP DON’T 

None expansive and destructive habits.


You know all about a teeter totter right?


And you know all about doing.


And you know all about doing to attain in this society.


Well when we’re talking about the mental faculties and specifically your wish to rise 
higher in your human experience and all that defines what that is, it works the 

opposite way.


Mainly you cannot stop doing anything unwanted.


Mother Theresa never participated in an antiwar rally.


Why?


Because it would be the equivalent of putting all the weight on the unwanted side.


So I would like to place this in the context of thinking.


When you think about things unwanted or even desired you might experience 
feelings of disease from both.




Because you want the unwanted to go away and you wish to desired to come your 
way. You try to control the outcome and that is not attractive.


What is attractive is you leaving what is not serving you and letting everything 
come to you. This is how you rise higher on the desired side of things.


So we often hear:


Don’t stop! Never give up! 

That depends on how you’re wired.


How you’re wired is all about your focus.


Don’t stop and never give up is pretty destructive for somebody that overthinks.


For somebody like that a better motivation would be:


Let go! Just surrender!


The universe knows all about your desires.

This has been expressed many times.


You see all this thinking and desiring puts you in discomfort.

From the lack of feeling grateful for what is.


You can still dream and visualize everything you want with great emotional 
engagement but, you gotta let it go.


We get what we focus on and if we focus on everything unwanted we will get more 
and more of that until we get so fed up that we simply let it go!


We can desire something so much that we obsess about it until we simply stop 
focusing on it all the time and let it come!


Whatever that may be. 

It will be good for you.

You know why?


Because it’s getting you developed and assisting in the unfolding of who you wish 
to become. You see it’s not about the stuff. Never. It’s all about who you wish to 
become and what you want to contribute with and do in co-creating a world of 

love.




You want to become a better human being because you have understood that you 
going from good enough to better will make a better world.


Bad does NOT exist.


As long as the illusion of that gets attention, we get more of what we focus on.


When you rise up!


When you become ready to influence the world with your desired expression you 
want that to be in harmony with you.


So you will not release yourself and thus becoming attractive to the world before 
the world does.


You attract more of who you are.


So can you let go of all the weight on the unwanted side?


You can look at it two ways.


The first is that all that leverage and weight of everything unwanted actually got 
you higher on the side of your desire. The second perspective is that when you let 
everything destructive dissolve and not weigh you down anymore, you land and 

place your feet in the land of freedom.


Conclusion:


Never disbelieve the possibility of anything possible.

And also give up any ideas on what that is.


Dream for the best beyond your imagination!


Keep doing ONLY what makes you feel better.


Let love come to you.


Rest in absolute conviction that all is well and better is next.


If you somehow read this under a bridge with a crack pipe in your hand.

This will be hard for you to do. Better shape up a bit first.


You know what to do. You always do.


Go take a poo.

Leave all shit behind.


